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Abstract

Recent evidence suggests that altered responses to affective touch—a pleasant interocep-

tive stimulus associated with activation of the C-Tactile (CT) system—may contribute to the

aetiology and maintenance of mental conditions characterised by body image disturbances

(e.g., Anorexia Nervosa). Here, we investigated whether tactile pleasantness and intensity

differ across body sites, and if individual differences in dysmorphic appearance concerns

and body and emotional awareness might be associated with touch perceptions across

body sites. To this end, we measured perceived pleasantness and intensity of gentle,

dynamic stroking touches applied to the palm, forearm, face, abdomen and back of 30

female participants (mean age: 25.87±1.17yrs) using CT-optimal (3 cm/s) and non-CT opti-

mal (0.3 and 30 cm/s) stroking touch. As expected, participants rated CT-targeted touch as

more pleasant compared to the two non-CT optimal stroking touch at all body sites. Regard-

less of stroking velocity, touch applied to the abdomen elicited the lowest pleasant-

ness ratings. Lower levels of emotional awareness, greater levels of interoceptive

sensibility and of dysmorphic concerns were associated with lower preference for

CT-optimal stroking touch applied to the forearm and the back. These findings begin to

elucidate the link between CT sensitivity, dysmorphic appearance concerns and body and

emotional awareness, which may have implications for future research looking to inform

early interventions. Addressing impaired processing of affective interoceptive stimuli, such

as CT-targeted touch, may be the key to current treatment approaches available for those

populations at risk of disorders characterised by body image disturbance.

Introduction

Touch is a crucial means of receiving information from the outside world by mediating our

interactions with objects, and other individuals. The touch experience is a combination of the

discriminative aspects of tactile perception (i.e. characterising and localising external stimuli),

and the affective and social qualities encoded therein [1, 2]. Previous investigations have dem-

onstrated that slow, caress-like touch is usually experienced as highly pleasant [3–6] and plays

a pivotal role in instigating and maintaining close social interactions.

It is hypothesised that social and affective qualities of touch are mediated by a specific class

of unmyelinated mechanoreceptors–C-tactile afferents (CTs) [7–9]—typically found in hairy,
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but not glabrous skin. Neurophysiological investigations by means of single-unit microneuro-

graphy have shown that CTs are velocity tuned, responding optimally to low force stroking

velocities (~ 3cm/s), delivered at skin temperature [10]. The relationship between CT activa-

tion and stroke velocity is best described by an inverted U-shaped regression, with the greatest

response at 3 cm/s, and weaker responses at slower (0.1 cm/s) and faster velocities (30 cm/s)

[3, 4]. Importantly, this response pattern strongly correlates with subjective ratings of stimulus

pleasantness and velocity preference [3].

According to the ‘Social Touch hypothesis’ [1] CTs, which carry information about the

‘hedonic’ aspect of interpersonal, gentle touch, have evolved to promote social bonding. A

multitude of research has corroborated their importance in affiliative interactions. It has been

shown that, when asked to stroke their partners or babies, people spontaneously delivered

touch at CT-optimal velocities [11]. Moreover, CTs optimally respond to touch delivered at

skin temperature [5]. Consistent with the social touch hypothesis, CT-optimal touch was also

found to have physiological, soothing effects [12–14], and health benefits, including stress

relief associated with a decrease in heart rate, blood pressure, and cortisol release [15]. For

example, recent psychophysiological investigations have shown that CT-optimal stroking to

the forearm of 9-month old infants selectively decreased heart rate [14] and that CT-targeted

touch produces a significant decrease in preterm infants’ heart-rates and increase in their

blood oxygenation levels [15]. Furthermore, a recent study [16] reported that affective touch

reduced the distress caused by social exclusion.

The primary cortical target for CT projections is the posterior Insula [17, 18]. Accordingly,

fMRI studies have shown that affective touch elicits a velocity-specific hemodynamic response

in the contralateral posterior Insula [17–21], and in higher-order regions such as orbitofrontal

cortices [22, 23]. The Insula is also thought to sustain the early convergence of sensory and

affective signals about the body, contributing to so-called ‘interoceptive processing’ [18, 24].

According to Craig [24], interoception refers to the awareness of the physiological condition

of the body, which integrates both sensations coming from within the body, (e.g. cardiac,

respiratory, and digestive signals), and from the outside (e.g., temperature, itch, pain, and plea-

sure). In turn, the processing and integration of interoceptive information contributes to the

maintenance of body awareness and to the regulation of homeostasis [25, 26]. CT projections

to insular brain regions characterize these afferents as an interoceptive modality, therefore

conveying information about the affective and physiological state of the body, and ultimately

contributing to body awareness [18, 27]. Top-down influences (e.g., the learnt affective and

social meanings of interpersonal touch) can affect the hedonic value of touch leading to a high

inter-individual variability in tactile pleasantness [28]. For example, the motivational style and

gender of the touch receiver might influence the perceived pleasantness of interpersonal touch

[29]. Differences based on individual’s social abilities, as measured by autistic traits [30] or

attachment style [31], may also alter social touch perception. Moreover, recent research has

shown that touch elicits lower subjective pleasantness ratings in individuals with Anorexia

Nervosa (AN), a trait that endures even after an otherwise successful recovery [32, 33].

Anorexia Nervosa is a psychiatric condition characterised by profound disturbances in eating

behaviours and body image, that is an individual’s conscious perception of, and attitude

towards, their bodily appearance [34, 35], accompanied by impairments in social cognition

and by altered perception of interoceptive bodily sensations [36–38]. These alterations might

also extend to the interoceptive modality of affective touch, indicating the presence of a

bodily-encoded anhedonia in interpersonal interactions [33].

Further studies have recently shown that both acute and recovered AN (RAN) patients also

display a reduced responsivity to the anticipation of CT-optimal touch, both in terms of neural

response localized to the ventral mid-insula, and in terms of predicted pleasantness of touch
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[33, 39]. Taken together, these findings suggest that in AN there is a dysregulation in the ability

to correctly predict and interpret interoceptive stimuli, including CT-based pleasantness of

touch.

Different lines of research have shown that body perception in Eating Disorders (EDs) is

characterised by an over-investment on external physical features of the body (i.e., body image

concerns) coupled with altered perception of information arising from within the body (i.e.,

interoception) [40, 41]. Accordingly, research in clinical and non-clinical populations has

shown the existence of a link between body dissatisfaction, physical appearance pre-occupa-

tion and interoceptive deficits [38, 42–45]. Yet, this would be the case for all psychiatric condi-

tions in which the body is a motive for concerns, including not only EDs but also, for example,

Body Dysmorphic Disorder (BDD) [46, 47]. Like EDs, individuals with BDD typically exhibit

a distorted image of their bodies and preoccupation with their appearance and shape [48].

Despite the fact that somatic misperceptions and low levels of interoceptive awareness have

been included as part of a theoretical model of BDD [49], there are no studies which attest the

putative role of CTs in such clinical conditions, a question which warrants further

investigation.

The purpose of this study was threefold. First, we examined whether pleasantness of touch

varies across different hairy skin body sites that are innervated by CTs. In other mammals

these nerves are called C-low threshold mechanoreceptors (CLTM) and in a study with mice it

was shown that CLTMs more densely innervate proximal body sites, such as the back and

head, compared to distal sites [50]. In a recent study with humans where participants viewed

video clips of touch to different body sites and were asked how pleasant they thought the touch

was to the receiver, sites that are more proximal were also reported as being more pleasant

[51]. However, the classical approach for characterising CT (actual) responses has usually lim-

ited its focus to the forearm, compared to the glabrous skin of the palm, which should be CT-

free. To the best of our knowledge, only three studies have looked so far at differences in pleas-

antness ratings at several stroking velocities, across several skin sites [3, 4, 52], thus characteris-

ing the pleasantness/stroking velocity profile for each of these body sites. In the current study,

we wanted to replicate and extend previous findings by targeting additional body sites to

include the cheek, back and abdomen.

Second, we wanted to explore whether EDs and BDD traits modulate the way touch is

experienced in the above-mentioned body sites. Previous psychological studies targeting AN

population have mostly focussed on the somatosensory (discriminative) aspect of tactile per-

ception only (mainly processed by large diameter, fast conducting, myelinated Aβ afferents)

[53, 54]. For example, Keizer et al. [55–57] used a 2-point discrimination (2pd) task and

reported that AN patients overestimate 2pd distances when presented to both sensitive

and insensitive body sites, such as the abdomen and the forearm, respectively. Further-

more, another study by Spitoni et al. [58], which measured 2pd thresholds, found that AN

patients showed relative overestimation of tactile distances on the abdomen compared to the

sternum. Whilst overall these findings seem to provide evidence of an impairment of the

somatosensory, discriminatory aspect of touch at emotionally salient body sites and its link to

body image disturbance, no studies so far investigated whether responses to affective touch in

the presence of EDs and BDD traits are modulated by specific body sites with a possible nega-

tive emotional valence. To this aim, we targeted for the first time, an emotionally salient body

site with a negative valence, i.e., the abdomen, which is usually linked to worry of fatness and

dissatisfaction in the general population [59, 60] and in individuals experiencing EDs [61–65].

Furthermore, we targeted the face area as it represents a body site which is salient for the con-

struction of one’s own identity and body image [66], and also because individuals suffering

from BDD commonly experience concerns about their facial appearance [67–69].
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Third, given the importance of interoceptive awareness in one’s sense of self, we were

also interested in exploring the relationships between subjective experience of pleasant

touch at the different body sites with self-reports of interoceptive sensibility (as measured

by the Body Perception Questionnaire, BPQ) [70] and of emotional awareness (as mea-

sured using the interoceptive deficits scale of the Eating Disorder Inventory-3, EDI-3) [71]

—two separate interoceptive components associated with EDs and BDD [46, 47, 72, 73]. To

do so, we employed an affective touch manipulation task during which participants were

required to provide pleasantness ratings of light, dynamic stroking touches applied to five

body sites: palm, face, abdomen, back and forearm. One velocity was targeted to optimally acti-

vate CTs (3 cm/s) whereas the other two, faster (30 cm/s) and slower (0.3 cm/s) strokes fell out-

side the CT optimal range [3].

Furthermore, we collected ratings about participants’ touch intensity experience at the vary-

ing body sites. With these regards, recent evidence suggests subjective evaluations of touch

responses, such as intensity ratings, are not velocity specific in the same way as pleasantness

ratings [74, 75], and that recovered anorexics display lower insular cortex responses during

touch anticipation associated with higher perceived touch intensity ratings [39]. Therefore, we

collected participants’ ratings of touch intensity, to account for potential individual differences

in the two aspects of touch (discriminative vs. affective).

Overall, we expected that differences in touch velocities and application sites would inform

the degree to which responses to predominantly discriminatory (touch to the palm and non-

CT optimal touch) compared to affective/CT-activating (e.g., CT targeted 3 cm/s touch to the

cheek, abdomen, back and forearm) tactile stimuli are associated with dysmorphic appearance

concerns and body and emotional awareness. Based on previous research investigating the

relationship between touch pleasantness and stroking velocity at the forearm [3], we predicted

that participants would prefer the CT-optimal (3cm/s) stroking velocity, with reduced pleas-

antness for non-CT optimal (0.3 cm/s) slower stroking velocity and the non-CT optimal (30

cm/s) faster stroking velocity. Crucially, based on previous findings from clinical populations

[32, 76 but see 77 and 78, for opposite results in two samples of healthy women], we also

expected to observe a significant relationship between dysmorphic appearance concerns and

pleasant touch awareness, particularly at emotionally salient body sites (for e.g., abdomen and

face, as compared to the palm). Finally, we hypothesised that self-reports of body and emo-

tional awareness would be related to pleasant touch awareness perception, so that individuals’

(hyper)sensitivity to internal bodily sensations and higher emotional awareness will be pre-

dictive of participants’ preference of CT-optimal (3cm/s) touch. At the same time, the sensory,

touch intensity, aspect of touch was expected to differ across the different body sites and to be

associated with individual differences in dysmorphic appearance concerns and body

awareness.

Methods

Participants

The sample size was based on a preliminary calculation using the freely available G�Power

software (G�Power 3.1.9.4) [79], which indicated a minimum sample of 16 participants as ade-

quate for a design with 95% power to detect a moderate effect size (f = 0.25), using a repeated-

measures ANOVA with alpha at .05 (two tailed). To cope with potential drop out and outlier

case exclusion, a total of 30 women (mean age = 25.87±1.17yrs; mean BMI = 27.22±1.06kg/

m2) were recruited. With regards to the (exploratory) multiple regression analyses (see

Data Handling section), a post-hoc power analysis using G�Power 3.1.9.4 indicated that

(given the total sample size = 30; number of predictors = 4; squared multiple correlation p2
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= 0.376) the power to detect obtained effects at the alpha level of .05 was .89, for the overall

regression in prediction of the forearm’ PTA. Similarly, the post-hoc G�Power analysis rel-

ative to the overall regression in prediction of the back’ PTA indicated that (given the total

sample size = 30; number of predictors = 4; squared multiple correlation p2 = 0.321) the

power to detect obtained effects at the alpha level of .05 was .79.

Participants were recruited internally through the Liverpool John Moores University

(LJMU) research participation system for undergraduate Psychology students in exchange for

course credits and externally through poster advertisements situated in public locations, social

media and through individuals known to the researchers. In line with previous literature ana-

lysing body perception and eating behaviours, the current study employed a population of

only female participants [60, 80, 81]. Indeed, literature on the prevalence and the phenomenol-

ogy of EDs in male populations is still limited [82]. All participants, except one, were right-

handed as assessed by the Edinburgh Handedness Inventory [83]. All reported normal or cor-

rected to normal vision and they were in good health, free of psychotropic or vasoactive medi-

cation, with no current or history of any psychiatric or neurological disease, no skin

conditions (e.g. psoriasis, eczema, etc.) and not pregnant. Participants provided written

informed consent prior to testing and were debriefed at the end of the experiment. All proce-

dures were approved by the Research Ethics University Committee (UREC, approval n.:

19NSP009) of Liverpool John Moores University and complied with the ethical standards of

the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki.

Self-report questionnaires

Eating Disorder Inventory-3. The Eating Disorder Inventory-3 (EDI-3) [71] comprises

91 items assessing ED core symptoms (i.e., Drive for Thinness, Bulimia and Body Dissatisfac-

tion), as well as other psychological constructs and personality traits that have been associated

with disordered eating behaviours (Low Self-esteem, Personal Alienation, Interpersonal Inse-

curity, Interpersonal Alienation, Interoceptive Deficits, Emotional Dysregulation, Perfection-

ism, Ascetism and Maturity Fear). Examples of items of this scale include items such as “I

think my hips are too big”, “I am preoccupied with the desire to be thinner” “I feel alone in the

world” and “I stuff myself with food”. Participants are instructed to rate each item on a 6-point

Likert scale ranging from ‘never’ to ‘always’. The EDI-3 allows the calculation of 12 scales and

6 composites describing different aspects of the ED symptomatology.

In the current study, we were specifically interested in assessing whether participants’ over-

all level of ED symptoms and of emotional awareness could influence their experience of

pleasantness and intensity related to touch. To this aim, we focussed our analyses on the ED

Risk Composite (EDRC) and the Interoceptive Deficits subscale of the EDI-3. The EDRC

score represents an index of the risk to develop an ED and is calculated by summing the scores

of the three symptom-specific subscales of the inventory: Drive for Thinness, Bulimia and

Body Dissatisfaction. The Interoceptive Deficits subscale assesses ‘confusion related to

accurately recognizing and responding to emotional states’ [71] and it is considered a mea-

sure of emotional (rather than somatic) awareness [42, 73]. The EDI-3 was validated in clini-

cal and non-clinical samples and has shown good internal consistency (α = between .75 and

.92 for each subscale), and excellent sensitivity and specificity [84]. In this particular sample,

the EDI-3 scale had excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha = .94).

Dysmorphic Concern Questionnaire. The Dysmorphic Concern Questionnaire (DCQ)

[85] comprises 7 items investigating participants’ concern about their physical appearance.

The scale has been validated as a brief, sensitive, and specific screening measure of trait-level

BDD symptoms [86]. Items focus on the belief of being misshapen or malformed despite
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others’ opinion; belief in bodily malfunction (e.g. malodour); consultation with cosmetic spe-

cialists; spending excessive time worrying about appearance; and spending a lot of time cover-

ing up perceived defects in appearance. Participants were asked to rate each item on a Likert

scale from a minimum of 0 (“not at all”) to a maximum of 4 (“much more than most people”).

Total scores range from 0 to 28 with a critical value of 9 indicating clinical concern [86]. The

scale was administered to investigate whether individual differences in physical appearance

concerns (higher trait BDD symptoms) could explain participants’ responses to CT-optimal

touch at the different body sites. The DCQ has been shown good internal consistency with

α = .80 [87]. In this particular sample, the DCQ scale had good internal consistency

(Cronbach’s alpha = .88).

Body Perception Questionnaire-Short Form. The Body Perception Questionnaire-Short

Form (BPQ-SF) [70] is a 46-item self-report questionnaire for the assessment of participants’

awareness about different bodily states associated with changes in the activity of the autonomic

nervous system, such as “muscle tension”, “goose bumps”, “stomach and gut pains”, breathing

and heart-beat rates. Items are rated on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (“Never”) to 5

(“Always”), and total scores ranging between 12 and 60. In the current study, we focussed on

the Body Awareness subscale of the BPQ (26 items) which reflects participants’ sensitivity to

inner bodily sensations, with higher values reflecting a hypersensitivity and lower values a

hyposensitivity to bodily sensations. Together with the Interoceptive Deficit subscale of the

EDI-3, the BPQ was administered to investigate whether individual differences in body

awareness could explain differences in participants’ responses to CT-optimal touch at different

body sites. The BPQ has been validated in different samples and has been shown to have good

internal consistency (α = between .88 and .97), and an excellent test-retest reliability [88].

In this particular sample, the BPQ scale had excellent internal consistency (Cronbach’s

alpha = .96).

Body Mass Index. Each participant’s body mass index (BMI) was physically calculated on

the day of the experimental session, from their weight and height obtained from a calibrated

digital scale (OMRON BF511) and a stadiometer.

General procedure. Participants were lying semi-horizontally in a comfortable, reclining

dental chair whilst receiving manual brush strokes. They were instructed to remain still with

their arms resting on the chair armrest. Although during each trial participants kept their eyes

open, the position on the chair prevented participants from seeing the stroking procedure at

the varying body sites.

During the experiment, participants received manual brush strokes to the dorsal surface of

their (exposed) forearm, upper part of the back, stomach, cheek and palm of their right body

(in a randomized order) using a soft cosmetic brush (No7 cosmetic brush, Boots UK). Each

stroking area measured 9 cm long and was identified and marked with a washable marker on

participants’ skin, so to provide a specific area for which to administer tactile stimulation for

participants. To avoid any social confound, stroking touch was delivered by the same female

experimenter to all participants (SSh). During all experimental trials, the experimenter stood

by the participants, to the right of the reclining dental chair.

During each trial, strokes were delivered for 6 secs on a 9 cm surface at one of three set

velocities: 0.3 cm/s, 3 cm/s, and 30 cm/s. The experimenter was trained to deliver stroking

touch with a constant pressure of 220 mN, which was calibrated using a high precision digital

scale. The stroking was delivered in a proximal to distal direction.

Overall, the stroking task consisted of 5 blocks: one block for each body site. Each block

consisted of 9 trials, with 3 trials for each velocity. Across the 5 blocks, participants experienced

a total of 15 CT-optimal trials (3 cm/s, 2 strokes per trial), 15 non-CT optimal fast touch trials

(30 cm/s, 20 strokes per trial) and 15 non-CT optimal slow touch trials (0.3 cm/s, 1/5 of a
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stroke per trial corresponding to 1.8 cm). Participants were randomly assigned to receive the

experimental blocks in one of 5 pseudo-randomised orders, which ensured no two consecutive

trials were the same.

The running orders were created in PsychoPy [89]. Trial velocity was randomised to mini-

mize habituation [90]. Trials were delivered 30s apart, as CT fibers are easily fatigued [9].

A visual metronome, programmed in PsychoPy, was presented on a computer screen

behind the participant [91, 92] and guided the researcher in delivering the brush strokes at one

of the three velocities.

After each trial, by using their left hand, participants rated, on a paper, the pleasantness and

intensity of the stimulation on 15 cm horizontal Visual Analogue Scales (VAS) ranging respec-

tively from “unpleasant” to “pleasant”, and from “least intense” to “most intense” (see Fig 1).

At the end of the experiment, participants were weighted on the digital scale and were

moved to a desk where they were asked to complete the self-report questionnaires.

Data handling

All statistical analyses were performed using STATISTICA 8.0 (StatSoftInc, Tulsa, Oklahoma).

In our main analysis, mean pleasantness and intensity ratings were entered into two separate

two-way 5×3 repeated-measures Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) with body sites (palm, face,

abdomen, back and forearm) and stroking velocity (0.3 cm/s, 3 cm/s, 30 cm/s) as within-sub-

jects factors. All data are reported as Mean (M) and Standard Error of the Mean (S.E.M.). A

significance threshold of p< 0.05 was set for all effects and effect sizes were estimated using

the partial eta square measure (ηp2). Duncan post-hoc tests were performed to follow-up sig-

nificant interactions. Furthermore, following previous studies [6, 93], we computed two main

affective touch indices, as follows: 1) overall touch intensity (OTI) which is calculated as the

mean of all touch intensity ratings and 2) pleasant touch awareness (PTA) which is calculated

as the difference of pleasantness ratings between CT-optimal (3 cm/s) and non-CT optimal

(30 cm/s) fast stroking, weighted by the mean of all touch pleasantness ratings (overall touch

pleasantness), [PTA = (pleasantness ratings at 3 cm/s−pleasantness ratings at 30 cm/s)/overall

touch pleasantness]. A positive PTA index indicates that participants prefer stroking at CT-

optimal 3 cm/s velocity to stroking at non-CT optimal (30 cm/s) fast velocity. To explore the

associations of these two indices with individual scores obtained at the self-report scales:

EDRC (EDI-3), DCQ, Interoceptive Deficits (EDI-3) and Body awareness (BPQ), a series of

multiple linear regressions were fit to predict the two measures of touch experience at each of

the five body sites.

Fig 1. Schematic depiction of the study procedure. Participants were lying semi-horizontally in a comfortable, reclining chair whilst receiving manual brush strokes. In

randomised blocks (each one corresponding to one body site), participants were asked to rate the pleasantness and intensity of the touch delivered by a female

experimenter to the palm, face, abdomen, back and forearm at 3 cm/s (CT-optimal stroking) and 0.3 cm/s and 30 cm/s (non-CT optimal stroking) velocities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0243680.g001
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Results

Demographics and self-report scales

Participants’ demographics and self-report questionnaire scores are reported in Table 1. The

mean BMI for our sample was 27.22, which is also comparable to the most recent United

Kingdom averages for women (M = 27.2; National Health Service Digital, 2016). The mean

EDRC score was 18.53 (±1.41, range: 1–29) which is deemed to be at low risk for the develop-

ment of an ED, with scores above 30 indicating clinical levels of disordered eating [84]. The

mean DCQ score was 7.67 (±0.80, range: 1–16) which is below the critical level of high dys-

morphic concerns, with scores above 9 indicating clinical levels of body image concerns [85].

Main analysis

Pleasantness ratings. The 2-way ANOVA of pleasantness ratings revealed a significant

main effect of body sites [F(4,116) = 4.475, p = 0.002, ηp2 = 0.134] with touch to the abdomen

rated significantly lower (all ps< 0.047) than any other body site. No significant differences

were observed amongst all other body sites (all ps> 0.311). There was also a significant main

effect of stroking velocity [F(2,58) = 18.706, p< 0.001, ηp2 = 0.392]. Whilst the touch applied

at CT-optimal (3 cm/s) stroking velocity was rated significantly more pleasant than the touch

applied at the other two non-CT optimal velocities (all ps< 0.001), no difference was observed

between the two non-CT optimal (0.3 cm/s vs. 30 cm/s) stroking velocities (p = 0.593). Impor-

tantly, the 2-way interaction of body sites and stroking velocity was also significant [F(8,232) =

2.594, p = 0.010, ηp2 = 0.082, see Fig 2]. Post-hoc comparisons showed that whilst there was no

difference amongst the palm, face, back and forearm body sites for the preferred CT-optimal

(3 cm/s) stroking velocity (all ps>0.314), touch delivered at CT-optimal (3cm/s) velocity to the

Table 1. Participants’ means and standard error of means (S.E.M. in brackets) of demographic variables and self-report questionnaire scores.

Mean (s.e.m.) Minimum Maximum

Age (yrs) 25.87 (1.17) 21 40

BMI (kg/cm2) 27.22 (1.06) 18 40.7

EDI-3

Drive for Thinness 8.13 (0.78) 0 16

Body Dissatisfaction 7.33 (0.64) 0 12

Bulimia 3.07 (0.45) 0 8

Low self esteem 1 (0.21) 0 4

Personal Alienation 5.83 (0.76) 0 15

Interpersonal Insecurity 7.3 (0.92) 0 17

Interpersonal Alienation 6.7 (0.91) 0 20

Interoceptive Deficit 7.57 (1.10) 0 24

Emotional Dysregulation 8.03 (1.14) 0 24

Perfectionism 10.03 (1.12) 0 23

Ascetism 7 (1.01) 0 21

Maturity Fear 9.67 (1.16) 1 28

EDCR 18.53 (1.41) 1 29

DCQ 7.67 (0.80) 1 16

Body Awareness (BPQ) 63.17 (4.13) 29 112

Notes: BMI, Body Mass Index; EDI-3, Eating Disorder Inventory-3; EDCR, Eating Disorder Risk Composite; DCQ, Dysmorphic Concern Questionnaire; BPQ, Body

Perception Questionnaire.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0243680.t001
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abdomen was rated significantly less pleasant compared to all body sites (all ps< 0.001). More-

over, whilst participants rated the touch delivered at the non-CT optimal (30 cm/s) velocity as

similarly less pleasant than the non-CT optimal (0.3 cm/s) touch at all body sites (all

ps>0.697), this was not the case for the abdomen. At this body site, the non-CT optimal (30

cm/s) touch was rated as significantly less pleasant than the non-CT optimal (0.3 cm/s) touch

(p = 0.029). However, this effect was not specific for the abdomen, since no significant differ-

ence in pleasantness was observed between the abdomen and the face, when the stroking was

delivered at non-CT optimal (30cm/s) velocity (p = 0.407). Furthermore, no difference for the

non-CT optimal (30cm/s) touch was observed when comparing this velocity amongst the

palm, back and forearm (all ps>0.111). However, participants rated the non-CT optimal

(30cm/s) touch as less significantly pleasant when delivered to the face and the abdomen (all

ps<0.045). Finally, no significant differences in pleasantness were observed when comparing

non-CT Optimal (0.3 cm/s) touch delivered at all body sites (all ps>0.394).

Additionally, separate regression analyses for each body site were carried out to examine

whether the relationship between perceived pleasantness and stroking velocities was better

described by linear or quadratic models. Results consistently showed at every body site, pro-

files were all best fit by negative quadratic models (all ps<0.001), rather than linear models (all

ps> 0.20), giving the characteristic “inverted-U” shaped curves, as found in previous studies

investigating pleasantness of different velocity stroking stimuli [3, 45].

Intensity ratings. The 2-way ANOVA of intensity ratings revealed a significant main

effect of body sites [F(4,116) = 6.203, p< 0.001, ηp2 = 0.176], with touch to the back rated sig-

nificantly less intense than any other body site (all ps< 0.044). No statistical difference in

intensity ratings was identified between the other body sites (all ps>0.080). Furthermore, and

as expected, the main effect of stroking velocity was significant [F(2,58) = 35.705, p< 0.001,

ηp2 = 0.552] with non-CT optimal (30 cm/s) touch being rated as significantly more intense

than the CT-Optimal (3 cm/s) and non-CT optimal (0.3 cm/s) touch (all ps< 0.001). No statis-

tical difference was observed between the intensity ratings for the non-CT optimal (0.3 cm/s)

Fig 2. Mean pleasantness ratings (+/- s.e.m) for touch delivered at each of five body sites (palm, face (cheek),

abdomen, back, forearm) at 3 cm/s (CT-optimal stroking) and 0.3 cm/s and 30 cm/s (non-CT optimal stroking)

velocities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0243680.g002
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touch and the CT-optimal (3cm/s) touch (p = 0.874). The 2-way interaction was not significant

[F(8,232) = 0.761, p = 0.637, ηp2 = 0.026, see Fig 3].

Exploratory analyses

By means of a series of exploratory (due to the relatively small sample size for such analy-

ses) multiple regression analyses, we assessed whether symptoms of eating and dysmorphic

concerns, and of different interoceptive components could predict participants’ PTA and over-

all touch intensity (OTI) at all body sites. To this aim, we ran separate (simultaneous) multiple

regressions to explore whether EDRC (EDI-3), DCQ, interoceptive deficit EDI-3 and intero-

ceptive sensitivity (BPQ) were significant predictors of PTA and overall touch intensity, at

each body site.

The linear multiple regression analysis calculated to predict PTA for the back from symp-

toms of eating and dysmorphic concerns, interoceptive deficits and Body Awareness scores was

significant [F(4,25) = 2.959, p = 0.039, R2 = 0.321], with Body Awareness emerging as the only

significant predictor (see Table 2). Furthermore, we found a significant regression equation for

the forearm with DCQ and Interoceptive deficits scores being significant predictors [F(4,25) =

3.770, p = 0.016, R2 = 0.376, see Table 2]. We found non-significant regression equations for the

palm [F(4,25) = 0.787, p = 0.544, R2 = 0.112], face [F(4,25) = 1.204, p = 0.334, R2 = 0.161], and

abdomen [F(4,25) = 0.407, p = 0.801, R2 = 0.061]. Full results are reported in Table 2.

The linear multiple regression analyses calculated to predict overall touch intensity from

symptoms of eating and dysmorphic concerns, emotional awareness and interoceptive sensi-

bility scores were non-significant for all body sites [Palm: [F(4,25) = 0.652, p = 0.631, R2 =

0.094], Face [F(4,25) = 0.306, p = 0.871, R2 = 0.047], Abdomen [F(4,25) = 0.315, p = 0.865, R2 =

0.048], Back [F(4,25) = 0.755, p = 0.564, R2 = 0.108] and Forearm [F(4,25) = 0.953, p = 0.450,

R2 = 0.132]. Full results are reported in Table 3.

Fig 3. Mean intensity ratings (+/- s.e.m) for touch delivered at each of five body sites (palm, face (cheek),

abdomen, back, forearm) at 3 cm/s (CT-optimal stroking) and 0.3 cm/s and 30 cm/s (non-CT optimal stroking)

velocities.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0243680.g003
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Discussion

This study aimed to: a) investigate whether pleasantness and intensity ratings of touch vary

across different body sites, b) explore associations between EDs and BDD traits with gentle

touch applied at several body sites and in particular at emotionally salient body sites, i.e., abdo-

men and face; c) explore the relationship between self-reports of interoceptive sensibility

and of emotional awareness with tactile experience at these varying body sites.

The results show that, as expected, perception of touch varied across skin sites according to

both tactile pleasantness and intensity. Intensity ratings varied across the body sites exam-

ined, with touch to the back rated significantly less intense than any other body site. This

is not surprisingly, considering that there is a strong relationship between a body region’s

tactile innervation and individuals’ ability to spatially discriminate tactile stimuli [94],

which characterises the back as a body site with relatively low innervation density and

Table 2. Unstandardized coefficients from the linear simultaneous multiple regression models of eating and dysmorphic concerns and body awareness predictors

of the pleasantness touch awareness (PTA) index at each body site (palm, face, abdomen, back and forearm).

Pleasantness Touch Awareness

Palm [F(4,25) = 0.787, p = 0.544, R2 = 0.112]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) 0.14 0.21 0.05 0.65 0.52

DCQ 0.09 0.26 0.05 0.33 0.75

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.09 0.23 0.04 0.39 0.70

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.31 0.21 -0.04 -1.47 0.15

Face [F(4,25) = 1.204, p = 0.334, R2 = 0.161]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) -0.20 0.21 -0.13 -0.95 0.35

DCQ -0.27 0.25 -0.31 -1.04 0.31

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.38 0.23 0.33 1.69 0.10

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.14 0.21 -0.03 -0.67 0.51

Abdomen [F(4,25) = 0.407, p = 0.801, R2 = 0.061]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) -0.13 0.22 -0.09 -0.57 0.57

DCQ -0.22 0.27 -0.30 -0.83 0.41

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.19 0.24 0.18 0.78 0.44

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.01 0.22 -0.00 -0.04 0.97

Back [F(4,25) = 2.959, p = 0.039, R2 = 0.321]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) -0.05 0.19 -0.01 -0.24 0.81

DCQ -0.17 0.23 -0.10 -0.76 0.45

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.02 0.20 0.01 0.09 0.93

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.46 0.19 -0.05 -2.47 0.02�

Forearm [F(4,25) = 3.770, p = 0.016, R2 = 0.376]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) 0.06 0.18 0.02 0.33 0.75

DCQ -0.62 0.22 -0.38 -2.82 0.01�

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.51 0.20 0.23 2.61 0.01�

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.20 0.18 -0.02 -1.10 0.28

Notes: EDRC, Eating Disorder Risk Composite; EDI-3, Eating Disorder Inventory-3; BPQ, Body Perception Questionnaire.

� indicates p<0.05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0243680.t002
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therefore low spatial acuity. Regarding tactile pleasantness, measured by means of hedonic

ratings to three velocities of stroking, one CT-optimal (3 cm/s) and two non-CT optimal (0.3

cm/s and 30 cm/s), this was similar in profile across the body sites investigated. However, we

found that there was a subtle difference in the ratings at the abdomen, so that participants

rated this body area the least pleasant when touch was delivered at CT-optimal (3cm/s) veloc-

ity. However, this reduction in pleasantness for CT-optimal touch to the abdomen was not

supported by a parallel increase in the intensity sensation experienced by participants at the

same body site, given that overall, touch to the back but not to the abdomen was felt as the

least intense. Contrary to our prediction, but in line with recent studies investigating

whether perceived pleasantness of touch was modulated by subthreshold EDs psychopa-

thology in two samples of healthy females [77, 78], we did not find evidence to support the

idea of an association between preference for CT-optimal (3 cm/s) touch when applied to the

abdomen and individual differences in any of the affective body image components.

Table 3. Unstandardized coefficients from linear simultaneous multiple regression models of eating and dysmorphic concerns and body awareness predictors of

the overall touch intensity index at each body site (palm, face, abdomen, back and forearm).

Overall Touch Intensity

Palm [F(4,25) = 0.652, p = 0.631, R2 = 0.094]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) 0.19 0.22 0.06 0.86 0.40

DCQ 0.14 0.26 0.08 0.52 0.61

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.05 0.24 0.02 0.21 0.83

Body Awareness (BPQ) 0.00 0.22 0.00 0.01 0.99

Face [F(4,25) = 0.306, p = 0.871, R2 = 0.047]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) 0.11 0.22 0.04 0.51 0.62

DCQ 0.18 0.27 0.11 0.65 0.52

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) -0.03 0.24 -0.01 -0.11 0.91

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.09 0.22 -0.01 -0.40 0.69

Abdomen [F(4,25) = 0.315, p = 0.865, R2 = 0.048]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) -0.04 0.22 -0.02 -0.20 0.84

DCQ -0.08 0.27 -0.05 -0.28 0.78

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.26 0.24 0.13 1.06 0.30

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.08 0.22 -0.01 -0.36 0.72

Back [F(4,25) = 0.755, p = 0.564, R2 = 0.108]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) -0.15 0.22 -0.04 -0.68 0.50

DCQ 0.25 0.26 0.13 0.95 0.35

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.21 0.23 0.08 0.89 0.38

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.14 0.21 -0.01 -0.63 0.53

Forearm [F(4,25) = 0.953, p = 0.450, R2 = 0.132]

B SE β t-value p-level

EDRC (EDI-3) -0.07 0.21 -0.02 -0.31 0.76

DCQ 0.28 0.26 0.16 1.07 0.30

Interoceptive Deficit (EDI-3) 0.20 0.23 0.09 0.88 0.38

Body Awareness (BPQ) -0.13 0.21 -0.01 -0.63 0.53

Notes: EDRC, Eating Disorder Risk Composite; EDI-3, Eating Disorder Inventory-3; BPQ, Body Perception Questionnaire.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0243680.t003
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Interestingly however, exploratory analyses showed that perceived tactile preference for CT-

optimal (3 cm/s) touch delivered to the back, was predicted by individual differences in body

awareness (BPQ). Similarly, dysmorphic concerns and interoceptive deficits emerged as signif-

icant predictors for perceived pleasantness of CT-optimal (3 cm/s) touch to the forearm. We

will now proceed to discuss specific findings in turn.

As expected, our main analysis of pleasantness ratings showed that participants expressed

higher ratings for the CT-optimal (3 cm/s) velocity, compared to the slower (0.3 cm/s) or faster

CT-non optimal (30 cm/s) stroking, at all body sites. This finding was corroborated by the

regression analysis, which showed that a negative quadratic fit best described the stroking

velocity-pleasantness profiles, giving the characteristic “inverted-U” shaped curves, at all body

sites.

Essick et al. [52] found a similar preference for stroking at 5 cm/s on the cheek, compared

to slower (0.5 cm/s) and faster (50 cm/s) strokes, and Essick et al. [3] showed that pleasantness

was higher for stroking at 5 cm/s than at 20 cm/s at the forehead, finger (glabrous skin), thigh

and calf. In partial agreement with current findings, we also found that (except for the abdo-

men area), pleasantness ratings at the glabrous, CT-free palm were not different from other

body sites, where CTs are found. This was also supported by the result that a quadratic func-

tion best explained the data for relative touch pleasantness when applied to the glabrous palm.

Although numerous studies compare the CT-free palm to other hairy skin sites where CTs

are present (see a recent review [12]), it is clear that pleasantness in touch can be experienced

at glabrous skin sites, despite its reported lack of CTs [93, 95]. With this regard, and in accor-

dance with our results, Löken et al. [3, 93] found that an ‘inverted-U’ velocity profile was pres-

ent in pleasantness ratings for the palm, whist the overall mean was lower compared to

stroking on the arm. One plausible explanation for these findings is that not only peripheral

input, but also top-down mechanisms might have modulated the perception of pleasant touch

at the glabrous palm [96, 97]. For instance, several studies have shown that touch stimulation

of both hairy and glabrous skin similarly activates the orbitofrontal cortex [21–23], a brain

area which is important for linking affective experiences to its rewarding value [97]. Therefore,

as suggested by McGlone et al. [98], it may be plausible that the sensation of pleasantness at

the palm is likely produced by the combination of unmyelinated and myelinated mechanore-

ceptive input, where higher-order cognitive evaluation of this type of touch is paramount in

the judgment of its hedonic value.

In the present work and as predicted, we found a reduction in subjective reports of pleas-

antness when CT-optimal (3 cm/s) touch was delivered to the abdomen. Particularly, the

abdomen was felt as less pleasant compared to all other body sites and was rated significantly

less pleasant when touch was applied at the faster velocity (30 cm/s) compared to CT-optimal

(3 cm/s) and slower (0.3 cm/s) touch. The effect was specific for the abdomen, given the signif-

icant differences observed when comparing the mean pleasantness ratings for CT-optimal

touch to all other body sites. However, when we explored the relationship between pleasant-

ness touch awareness (PTA) for the abdomen and individual differences in EDs and BDD

traits, as well as body awareness/deficits no evidence for a linear association was found with

such variables. This suggests that the reduction in perceived pleasantness when CT-optimal (3

cm/s) touch is delivered to this body area is not explained by participants’ EDs or BDD traits,

nor by their hypersensitivity to bodily signals or interoceptive deficits. In keeping with previ-

ous findings [77, 78], our results may lend additional support that the observed reduced

pleasantness of touch in anorexics patients, coupled with body-related anhedonia, might

be a consequence rather than a predisposing factor of this disorder [33, 76].

Although we know from previous literature that the abdomen area has been identified as

the body site women generally perceive as least attractive/satisfied with [59, 60, 99, 100], and
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that this body site is often subject to tactile overestimation in individuals suffering from EDs

[55, 58], it might be possible that the body image measures included in the present study are

somewhat limited in that they tap a global body dissatisfaction, rather than body site specific

dissatisfaction. Therefore, more accurate measures of body dissatisfaction, for example, those

obtained by administering the Body Areas Satisfaction Scale from the Multidimensional Body-

Self Relations Questionnaire (MBSRQ-BASS) [101] or the Somatomap 3D which identifies

perceptual distortions and dissatisfaction for specific body areas including the abdomen [59]

might be more suitable for this scope in the future.

One alternative explanation to account for this overall reduction in perceived pleasantness

at the abdomen may reside in the fact that for women the meaning of a touch is primarily

influenced by how well the touch receiver knows the other, with touch from a same-sex person

rated as unpleasant [102]. With this regard, a recent study from Suvilehto and colleagues [103]

reported that across a broad range of European countries, whilst emotionally closer individuals

in inner layers of the social network (e.g., family members) were allowed to touch wider body

areas, touching by strangers was primarily limited to the hands and upper torso. However, the

same study also reported that females, rather than males, evaluate touch as more pleasant and

that they allow themselves to be touched on a larger body area than males (see also [104]). Fur-

thermore, female same-sex touch was allowed without discomfort on most of the body’s sur-

face [103]. Although, our sample of women do not rate CT-optimal (3 cm/s) touch applied to

the abdomen as extremely unpleasant and evidence reported above seems to speak against

this, at present we cannot rule out if this reduction in perceived pleasantness might be the

result of a subjective feeling of intrusiveness of touch, as applied by the same-sex, stranger

experimenter. This would also be compatible with the idea that higher BDD symptomology

might lead to greater anxiety when being touched by a stranger, which in turn might

reduce one’s rating of the experience as pleasant, a hypothesis which warrants further

investigation.

An additional but not mutually exclusive explanation of the lack of association between

reduced pleasantness at the abdomen and EDs/BDD traits may reside in the fact that in our

sample there was essentially no evidence for particularly high-risk ED psychopathology, as

shown by a relatively low spread and mean of EDRC (EDI-3) scores. Specifically, our sample

of women scored an average of 18.53 on the EDRC, which is deemed to be ‘at low risk’ for the

development of an ED [84]. We acknowledge this is a limitation to our study and that future

research is necessary to better address whether clinical populations suffering from EDs and

BDD may show reduced pleasantness of touch when delivered to emotionally salient body

areas, such as the abdomen.

Interestingly, a further unexpected finding in our study may begin to elucidate a link

between interoceptive affective touch and BDD traits. Indeed, our exploratory analyses

showed that subjective ratings of pleasantness (as indexed by PTA) when delivered to the fore-

arm were predicted by individual differences in dysmorphic appearance concerns, so that the

higher women’s dysmorphic concerns the lower their preference for CT-optimal (3 cm/s)

touch. Although, this result should be interpreted with caution due to the relatively small

sample and the exploratory nature of the analyses conducted, this is the first investigation,

to the best of our knowledge, to provide evidence of a relationship between a preference for

CT-optimal (3 cm/s) touch and BDD symptomatology. To date, no studies so far have

attempted to identify a link between BDD subthreshold symptomatology and pleasant touch.

However, other studies have proposed that individuals with BDD may display lower levels of

interoceptive awareness compared to individuals without this disorder [39]. Furthermore,

research evidence suggests that a disconnection with the internal body may contribute to the

misperception of and pre-occupation with features of the external body [47, 105]. Accordingly,
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our study provides first evidence that lower levels of dysmorphic appearance concerns may be

linked to a preferential response to affective touch, similar to that observed by investigations

into other disorders like AN, which commonly share symptoms of body image disturbance

[32, 39].

Interestingly, we also found evidence that PTA (for the back and forearm) was predicted by

self-reports of interoceptive sensibility (BPQ) and of emotional awareness (EDI-3 Intero-

ceptive Deficit), respectively. These results resonate with previous findings from Cabrera et al.

[88], who found that BPQ scores were elevated in participants with a self-reported psychiatric

diagnosis, as well as with previous clinical observations showing altered interoceptive func-

tions across a range of psychiatric diagnoses, including Autism Spectrum Disorder, Post-Trau-

matic Stress Disorder [106], Anxiety [107, 108] and EDs [109].

With these regards, Pollatos et al. [36] proposed that individuals with higher levels of inter-

oceptive awareness are likely to display heightened reactions to emotional stimuli, as they are

more in tune with their bodily feedback. Furthermore, several authors have suggested that this

increased awareness of somatic bodily sensations, and their subsequent appraisal as a threat to

the self, contribute to the development and maintenance of anxiety disorders [107, 110].

Accordingly, we suggest that hyper-sensitivity to somatic bodily sensations (as measured by

the BPQ), coupled with a greater sensitivity to CT-optimal touch may contribute all together

to the aetiology and maintenance of those psychiatric conditions characterised by body image

disturbance, a hypothesis that requires further exploration.

Contrary to our expectation that greater touch intensity would be associated with

higher EDs and BDD traits, we did not find evidence of a linear association between over-

all touch intensity and self-reports of EDs and BDD. This finding speaks against that

reported by Bischoff-Grethe et al. [39] according to which ill and recovered anorexics reported

gentle touch as more intense, thus supporting a generalized finding of elevated intensity per-

ception to somatosensory stimuli in both ill and weight-restored AN [111]. Although, the dif-

ference in our results compared to those obtained by Bischoff-Grethe et al. [39]’s study

might be sampling-related (particularly with regards to the small sample and to the low

variability in EDI-3 scores in our study), future research should aim to clarify whether a

reduced responsivity to affective interoceptive stimuli coupled with an elevated intensity per-

ception to somatosensory stimuli is linked to EDs and BDD traits. This would lend support to

the idea that blunted interoception is linked to the (sensory) misperception of the body and its

features, with both reported as being observed in both of these clinical conditions.

Furthermore, no linear associations between the overall touch intensity index and self-

report measures of interoceptive sensibility and of emotional awareness were reported in this

study. With these regards, although psychometric assessments of interoception might prove

useful in investigating individual differences in state/trait measures of perceived sensibility

across a range of internal bodily changes, they do not essentially address whether this subjec-

tive interoceptive sensibility relates to the strength of viscerosensory ‘input’ or corresponds to

objective measures of accuracy on interoceptive tests [112]. Furthermore, it might be plausible

that other interoceptive dimensions than those measured in the current study, might have a

better concordance with the overall touch intensity index (see [73] for an extensive review on

interoception taxonomy). For instance, an interesting study conducted by Garfinkel and col-

leagues [113], investigating whether processing of touch, compared to cardiac and respiratory

signals are associated with different dimensions of interoception, including accuracy, sensibil-

ity (i.e., confidence) and meta-awareness (the latest defined as the metacognitive insight into

one’s own interoceptive ability), reported that participants tended to have greater metacogni-

tive insight into their touch performance, compared to respiratory metacognition. Further-

more, a correspondence between participants’ accuracy and confidence ratings was observed
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only for tactile signals, thus indicating that, subjective (perceived) and objective (actual)

dimensions of interoceptive ability were aligned. Nonetheless, it should be noted that com-

pared to our study, in the study by Garfinkel and colleagues [113] exteroceptive measures of

touch were gathered by measuring participants’ sensitivity for touch (acuity) with an adapted

version of the grating orientation task [114] and not by means of subjective ratings of intensity

to CT-optimal and non-CT optimal touch. Future studies should aim at adopting a combined

approach whereby measures of interoceptive accuracy, for example the heartbeat perception

task [115], are coupled with a measure of subjective confidence in performing the task, but

also more sophisticated analytic approaches that allow explicit quantification of how well con-

fidence predicts accuracy within a given individual [113]. Additionally, more sophisticated

interoceptive self-report scales like the Multidimensional Assessment of Interoceptive Aware-

ness (MAIA), [116] might prove useful in capturing nuanced features of interoceptive experi-

ences (e.g., the regulatory and accepting/non-judgmental aspects of interoceptive sensibility)

that are relevant for clinical settings of EDs and BDD [117].

Our findings should also be viewed considering their limitations. First, in keeping with pre-

vious studies on affective touch in early adulthood and to ensure our sample is comparable in

age to the vast majority of these studies (see [118], for a systematic review on affective touch

studies over the lifetime), we similarly recruited participants with a mean age ranging from 18

to 40 years. Yet, we cannot rule out that age might have affected participants’ perceived pleas-

antness and intensity of touch. For instance, a study by Sehlstedt et al. [119] which evaluated

the perceived pleasantness of a group of individuals aged 13–82 years, found that, for all ages,

CT-targeted stimuli were rated as significantly more pleasant than stimuli delivered at CT-sub-

optimal velocities. Furthermore, the same study showed that pleasantness ratings to affective

touch generally increase with age, suggesting that pleasant evaluation of touch follows an

opposite trend from other tactile dimensions, such as intensity perception [119]. On the other

hand, a brain imaging study by May et al. [120] investigating the effect of age on neural pro-

cessing of pleasant soft touch stimuli to the palm and forearm, reported a different result.

Despite not differing in their subjective reports of pleasantness of the soft touch, mature adults

(29–55yrs) showed greater activation than young adult (20–28yrs) in the left dorsal anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC) when anticipating the upcoming, rewarding soft touch. Furthermore,

when considering age as a continuous variable, the authors reported older relative to younger

individuals showed attenuated brain activation of the posterior insula during soft touch stimu-

lation, suggesting that activation of this brain area declines with age. Future studies should bet-

ter investigate (or control for) the effects of age on behavioural and neural processing of

pleasant touch stimuli.

Second, it should be noted that the range of BMIs in the present sample was fairly wide (i.e.,

from normal-weight to obese with respect to the World Health Organization’s BMI classifica-

tion scheme), with our sample of women reporting a mean BMI, which fell in the overweight

category. Therefore, at present, we cannot rule out that the high variability observed in BMIs

might have an impact on both women’s body image and subjective ratings of pleasant touch

(and intensity) delivered at all body sites. The effects of BMI on several facets of body image

[121], as well as on interoceptive processing [44, 122, 123] have indeed been recently

described. Yet, the study by Crucianelli et al. [32] assessing the association between BMI and

perception of affective touch in anorexics, compared to healthy controls, reported no signifi-

cant correlations between the BMI and the pleasantness scores in each group, nor in the differ-

ence between slow and fast touch in each group. A further (brain imaging) study by Davidovic

and colleagues [76] which asked anorexics and matched healthy controls to rate gentle skin

strokes applied to the right forearm during fMRI scanning, similarly, reported no associations

between pleasantness ratings and BMI. Given the heterogeneity of these results, future studies
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should better investigate the role of BMI in relation to cognitive processes underlying body

image and subjective pleasantness responses to affective touch.

Finally, it is noteworthy that our sample was composed entirely by women, and as such our

results cannot be generalised to a population of men. Previous studies reported that women

respond more positively to touch than men [124] and they perceive affective touch and non-

affective touch as more pleasant and more intense than men [125]. These findings are also cor-

roborated by a recent meta-analysis by Russo, Ottaviani and Spitoni [126], which confirms

this sex asymmetry in affective touch perception. Despite the fact that several factors may con-

tribute to this sex asymmetry, including for e.g., genetic, psychological/cultural and hormonal

(particularly testosterone levels in men) [127] factors, one might predict that an opposite pat-

tern of results would be observed in this study, if men were to be included in the sample. That

is men, compared to women, would rate CT-targeted touch as less pleasant compared to the

two non-CT optimal stroking touches at all body sites and would also provide lower touch

intensity ratings. Although we can only speculate on that, an important direction for future

research could be to consider the role of gender when exploring affective touch in humans and

include both males and females in studies sample.

Despite these limitations, this study provides evidence that overall, subjective experience of

pleasant touch and intensity sensation varies across body sites, as we have already shown, but

importantly, our findings begin to elucidate the unique associations between an increased sen-

sitivity to affective interoceptive stimuli with body awareness and dysmorphic appearance con-

cerns, thus proving the importance of extending research on affective touch to other clinical

conditions underlying body image disturbance. These results may also have implications for

future research looking to inform early interventions in body image disturbance, suggesting

that addressing impaired processing of affective interoceptive stimuli may be the key to current

treatment approaches available not only for AN but also for BDD populations. Along with

alleviating symptoms of negative body image, future studies should also look at the rela-

tionship between the subjective experience of affective touch and positive body image, a

multifaceted construct, distinct from negative body image, which is likely thought to be

protective of physical health and foster psychological well-being [128].
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